In this paper, the APIs for general optimization system in the Grid is proposed. The system is supposed to be constructed with the Grid RPC. The proposed APIs consists of three modules. One of them is the API for searching for the data from the optimizer and analyzer. The others are the APIs for the optimizer and analyzer. In this paper, the optimization system is implemented with the proposed APIs and the NetSolve that is one of the Grid RPC systems. To discuss the effectiveness the proposed APIs and the implemented system, the structural optimization problem of truss structure is solved by the implemented system. Through the optimization, it is found that the proposed APIs are very useful to construct the optimization system in the Grid. At the same time, since there is an overhead time of NetSove, the calculation time of analyzing the problem should be longer to shorten the total execution time.
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optimize(Name of Optimizer,Tag, Name of Analyzer,Inputfile,Outpufile);
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analyze(Name of Analyzer,Tag, Inputfile,Outputfile); 
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optimize(Name of Optimizer,Run, Name of Analyzer,Inputfile,Outputfile);
netsl(Name of Optimizer,Tag, Name of Analyzer,Inputfile,Outpufile);
netsl(Name of Analyzer,Tag, Inputfile,Outputfile); 
